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The preparation of accurate and efficient approximations for Hamiltonian eigenstates on
quantum computers is a crucial step for building the quantum advantage when studying
many-body quantum systems. If we can describe molecules or materials with a coarsegrained spin Hamiltonian, spin eigenfunctions can be a useful starting point for simulations
which aim to understand their electronic structure. On the other hand, if we do not know
the spin model, the total spin eigenfunctions can be used to determine the coupling
constants from first-principle calculations [2]. In particular the purpose of this work is to
delve into the description of the quantum circuits which prepare total spin eigenfunctions
in the case of spin-1/2 systems.
Previous approaches have typically concentrated on circuits encoding specific spin
eigenstates, that have less generality, but require less quantum resources [3,4]. We
investigate the balance between generality, accuracy, and computational cost in the
encoding of spin eigenfunctions by quantum circuits without ancillary qubits, by pursuing
two approaches: an exact recursive construction of spin eigenstates, and a heuristic
variational construction of approximate spin eigenstates.
The former approach mimics the addition theorem of angular momenta. In general the
circuits returned have an exponential scaling of the circuit depth with the system size. In the
second approach we use the Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) algorithm to minimize
a suitable cost function and find the target circuits. The latter method has polynomial
scaling of the circuit depth and it could lead to efficient implementations on hardware.
We have tested the described quantum circuits on the available IBM (classical) simulators and
quantum devices through IBM Quantum Experience using IBM’s open-source Python library
for quantum computing, Qiskit [5]. In particular we show the fidelity values of several 3-spin and 5spin quantum circuits with respect to the expected spin eigenstates, by focusing on both
approaches.
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